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About This Game

Heroes of a Broken Land is a turn-based, dungeon crawling, town management RPG.

Explore procedurally generated worlds and dungeons with multiple parties of heroes. 5d3b920ae0
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If you like dungeon crawlers, you need to pick this up. Great game.. Very well done retro dungeon crawler, with some city
builder and exploration elements. Definately scratches an itch I've been craving.. Really Really Really awesome game, i bought
this back in desura and i couldnt stop playing it. A mixture of strategy and rpg that really shine for it simplicity.and the music,
the music is just brillant, those pianos and emotive and epic at the same time. Also the Winged Pixel is always listening to the
community and updating the game. Probably the only thing i dislike of this game is the inventory system.. Heroes of a Broken
Land is a simple but fun dungeon crawl/city management hybrid.. This game reminds me of old-school style dungeon crawling
in the vein of classics like Wizardry (minus the brutal enemy selection and the horrifying teleporter/spinner mazes) and stuff
like Etrian Odyssey and Sakura Dungeon and such. Gameplay is nice and quick, combat is intuitive, and the system of learning
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more about enemy weaknesses as you fight them is natural. Oh, and the loot is good, the dungeons can give lots of nice shinies
for beating more monsters with. About the only complaint so far is that the default portraits have oddly large noses and weird
cheeks. Eh, it's a minor detail and I heard you can mod in custom portraits so it's not a fatal flaw. The music is serviceable and
the SFX are pretty good. It's definitely a great dungeon crawler, so give it a shot.. This game is a great combination between
Heroes of might & magic and a dungeon crawler. I can just say that it's pretty addictive and deserve a try (you can try the
demo). I find the dungeon crawler part very good, I spent more time in the random dungeons of this game than in the last Might
& Magic. The map gameplay is good but suffers from dated visuals and balance. I love pixel graphics but the lack of animations
make it a little bit too much for me. Again the dungeon part is better visually and bring back old souvenirs.. Mad old school love
for this game! Can't wait for Heroes of Broken Land 2!!!!
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